ABSTRACT

Engineering dependable software for mobile robots is becoming increasingly important. A core asset in engineering mobile robots is the mission specification—a formal description of the goals that mobile robots shall achieve. Such mission specifications are used, among others, to synthesize, verify, simulate, or guide the engineering of robot software. Development of precise mission specifications is challenging. Engineers need to translate the mission requirements into specification structures expressed in a logical language—a laborious and error-prone task.

To mitigate this problem, we present a catalog of mission specification patterns for mobile robots. Our focus is on robot movement, one of the most prominent and recurrent specification problems for mobile robots. Our catalog maps common mission specification problems to recurrent solutions, which we provide as templates that can be used by engineers. The patterns are the result of analyzing missions extracted from the literature. For each pattern, we describe usage intent, known uses, relationships to other patterns, and—most importantly—a template representing the solution as a logical formula in temporal logic.

Our specification patterns constitute reusable building blocks that can be used by engineers to create complex mission specifications while reducing specification mistakes. We believe that our patterns support researchers working on tool support and techniques to synthesize and verify mission specifications, and language designers creating rich domain-specific languages for mobile robots, incorporating our patterns as language concepts.

ACM Reference Format:

Mobile robots are complex cyber-physical systems that are increasingly used in complex environments, such as houses, hospitals or plants. Mobile robots aim at intelligently realizing missions, such as exploring rooms, delivering goods, or following certain paths for surveillance. Creating a so-called mission specification is one of the main steps when designing mobile-robot software [1, 4, 8, 9].

A mission specification describes the intended behavior of a robot, including movement, vision, motion, communication, navigation, or collaboration behavior, among others. In the initial design phase, the robot mission is typically described in natural language or in informal models. Refining such descriptions into a formal model allows using automated engineering techniques, such as code generation or software synthesis, while avoiding ambiguities that might exist in the informal representations. Unfortunately, refining an informal mission description—a mission requirement—into a formal mission specification is an arduous and error-prone task [4].

Even though specifying the mission is a key part of engineering software for correctly behaving robots, it requires deep expert knowledge and experience to transform the intended behavior into a model expressed in a formal language, such as Linear Time Temporal logic (LTL). Rather than conceiving such properties recurrently in an ad hoc way and with the risk of introducing mistakes, ideally engineers could focus on high-level problems and re-use validated solutions to existing specification requirements retrieved from a catalog.

The challenge of defining behavioral properties in logical languages, such as LTL, is well recognized. While precise behavioral specifications in logical languages enable reasoning about behavioral properties [7], their specification is challenging. Practitioners are often unfamiliar with the specification process as well as with the intricate syntax and semantics of logical languages [3]. Specification patterns have become a popular solution to this challenge. Dwyer et al. [3] introduced the first catalog of patterns, which was later extended by Konrad and Cheng [6] and by Grunske [5] to address real-time and probabilistic properties, respectively. Autili et al. [2] consolidated and organized these patterns into a comprehensive catalog. However, none of these pattern systems focuses on the robotic domain and to the mission specification problem.

We address this gap by presenting a specification pattern system for missions of mobile robots. Our scope is on robot movement—e.g., to patrol areas or to avoid obstacles—as a highly important concern for specifying mobile-robot missions. We synthesized these patterns from real mission requirements that we systematically collected from publications in top robotics and software engineering venues over the last four years.

To identify specification patterns for robotic missions, we first reviewed the relevant literature to collect mission requirements. Subsequently, we considered the mission requirement description, from which we extracted mission concerns inherent in it. Such mission specification concerns, capturing key mission aspects, led to the identification of certain recurrent problems. We considered
Name: Patrolling

Intent: A robot must patrol a set of areas or points, but not in a particular order.

Template: The following formula encodes the mission in LTL for two locations or points of interest and a robot $r$:

$$G(F (r \in l1) \land F (r \in l2))$$

where $r \in l1$ and $r \in l2$ are expressions that indicate that a robot $r$ is in a specific area or at a given point.

Variations: If a relational notion of space is used, propositions have the form $r \in l$ where $l$ indicates that the robot $r$ is inside location $l$ and $l$ identifies the desired location. If an absolute notion of space is used, propositions have the form $r \in (x, y, z)$ where $x$, $y$, and $z$ are coordinates.

Examples and Known Uses: This pattern also appears in the literature as surveillance. It is used to encode infinite executions of the robot, such as surveillance, persistent monitoring, and pickup-delivery missions. Consider the areas $l1$, $l2$, $l3$, and $l4$ and a set of areas $\{l1, l2, l3\}$ to be all surveilled. If a robot keeps entering the areas following the order $l1$, $l4$, $l3$, $l1$, and $l4$ the mission is achieved. Vice versa, if the robot keep visiting the areas as follows $l1$, $l4$, $l3$, $l1$, and $l4$ the mission is not achieved since $l2$ is not surveilled.

Relationships: The Patrolling pattern generalizes the Visit pattern by requiring to keep visiting a set of areas.

![Figure 1: The pattern Patrolling](image)

Figure 2: Surveillance specification patterns within the movement patterns hierarchy (fragment).

Patrolling appear more often. Therefore, they maybe considered as meta-patterns by themselves.
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